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Park Chan-kyong & Lina Selander 
14 January – 21 March 2015, Iniva  
    
First UK solo presentations of their work, curated by Binna Choi 

and Lisa Rosendahl 
 

Preview:Preview:Preview:Preview: 13 January 2015, 6.30pm 

Press view:Press view:Press view:Press view: 13 January 2015, 10am 

Panel discussion on Practice InternationalPanel discussion on Practice InternationalPanel discussion on Practice InternationalPanel discussion on Practice International: 13 January, 4pm 

Walking tour with the artists:Walking tour with the artists:Walking tour with the artists:Walking tour with the artists: 13 January, 6pm 

Iniva, Rivington Place. Free admission 
 

 

 

 
InivaInivaInivaIniva is delighted to present two solo exhibitions of selected work by Swedish Swedish Swedish Swedish 

artist Lina Selander artist Lina Selander artist Lina Selander artist Lina Selander and Korean artist and filmKorean artist and filmKorean artist and filmKorean artist and film----maker Park Chanmaker Park Chanmaker Park Chanmaker Park Chan----kyongkyongkyongkyong, 

juxtaposed for the first time, from 14 January to 21 March 201514 January to 21 March 201514 January to 21 March 201514 January to 21 March 2015, at Rivington Rivington Rivington Rivington 

Place.Place.Place.Place. 
  

The exhibition is curated by Binna ChoiBinna ChoiBinna ChoiBinna Choi and Lisa RosendahlLisa RosendahlLisa RosendahlLisa Rosendahl, initiators along 

with Grant WatsonGrant WatsonGrant WatsonGrant Watson of Practice InternationalPractice InternationalPractice InternationalPractice International, an EUEUEUEU----CultureCultureCultureCulture----fundedfundedfundedfunded research 

project exploring what internationalism might be, based on practices of trans-

national ethics and politics and the legacy of various colonial periods in the 

context of contemporary art. The exhibition is the second public showing of 

work presented by Iniva as part of this project. 

 

Iniva’s solo presentations of Iniva’s solo presentations of Iniva’s solo presentations of Iniva’s solo presentations of Park ChanPark ChanPark ChanPark Chan----kyongkyongkyongkyong and LinaLinaLinaLina Selander Selander Selander Selander bring 

together synergies within the artists’ practices. Both artists move between 

documentary forms and the structure of the visual essay as a way to investigate 

the construction of collective imaginations. In recent works they have explored 

different manifestations of the utopian aspirations of modernity, political 

trauma and the role that image-making and the media of film and photography 

have played in the development of modern society through presentation, 

depictions, visual control and surveillance. 

 

Park Chan-kyong: Pa-Gyong - Last Sutra Recitation  

curated by Binna Choi 
    
This first solo presentation of works by South Korean artist Park ChanThis first solo presentation of works by South Korean artist Park ChanThis first solo presentation of works by South Korean artist Park ChanThis first solo presentation of works by South Korean artist Park Chan----

kyongkyongkyongkyong presents a series of his latest film and documentary works that offers a 

new perspective on folk religious practices such as shamanism and utopian 

religious communities, from the period of colonisation and the cold war to the 

present time. 
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By deepening his focus on the division of Korea into South and North - and the 

ensuing cold war politics as a dominant societal structure - Park’s latest 

enquiry into the practice of shamanism in the so-called “post-secular” time, 

reconfigures a way in which art and cultural practice, especially in the non-

western context of what he terms the “rootlessness” of its artistic genealogy, 

engages with political trauma and the repressed.  

 

 
Park Chan-kyong, Sindoan,  film still, 2007 

The title of the exhibition    PaPaPaPa----GyongGyongGyongGyong, which translates as ‘last sutra recitation’, 

refers to a sacred song sung by the shaman at the end of her ritual, called Gut 

in Korean. As the shaman recites this sacred song for hours, all spirits, 

regardless of their relationship with the person that has requested the ritual, 

are consoled, comforted and sent to heaven. The spirits summoned by the last 

recitation are those that are deprived of their names and power through 

violence and trauma. As the shaman does through the last recitation, Park 

Chan-kyong’s work attends to those nameless or repressed spirits.  

A central work in the exhibition is SindoanSindoanSindoanSindoan    (2007),(2007),(2007),(2007), a ‘fantasy-documentary’ that 

marks a point of transition for Park’s focus on political structure to religious 

subjects. The title of the work refers to the name of a mountainous area where 

divergent religious communities established their bases when Korea was 

occupied by Japan at the turn of the last century. Widely different religions, 

including shamanism, Confucianism, and Protestantism co-existed in this 

place for decades under the Gyeryong Mountain. The history of ‘Sindoan’ as 

presented in the film, tells the history of various forms of oppression, and 

despite of all these of surviving beliefs, they practice ways of co-existence 

between human beings and the (super)natural throughout the time of 

dictatorship and the persisting cold war condition. 

The exhibition is contextualised by the presentation of various materials that 

punctuate Park’s research trajectories, and as a consequence highlight his 

practice not only as an artist but also as an activist, writer and curator. 

 

Lina Selander: Open System –  Silphium and Other 

Works curated by Lisa Rosendahl  
 

“I am never sure whether I invent or dream. Rebuilding, excavating the 
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inaccessible chamber from which the desired images will appear, but 

different.” Extract from Silphium, Lina Selander, 2014.  
 

This exhibition comprises three recent films by Selanderthree recent films by Selanderthree recent films by Selanderthree recent films by Selander together with a 

selection of materials from the artist’s working archive. Characteristic of 

Selander’s work is the use of film to build dense layers of images and meaning, 

through which contemporary society is connected with history and the pre-

historic. At the core of her enquiry lies a continuous questioning of the concept 

and materiality of the image. Selander’s work repeatedly asks us to reconsider 

the status of the image – as representation, memory, object, imprint or surface 

– and our relationship to it.  

 

 
Lina Selander, Silphium,  film  still 2014.                                           
 

SilphiumSilphiumSilphiumSilphium (made with Oscar Mangione, 2014) begins by telling the story of the 

ancient plant Silphium and the connection between the fate of the now extinct 

plant and the Greek colony Cyrene. The story serves as an entry point into an 

open-ended visual journey. In the film, methods of power and their symbolic 

representation are put into question through moments of vulnerability and the 

loss of visual control. 

 

Model of ContinuationModel of ContinuationModel of ContinuationModel of Continuation (2013) is based on the invisible core of the visible 

inscription; the image as an interior object and its relationship to seeing and 

reproduction technologies. A camera is disassembled in a studio in front of 

another camera whose images are then projected in the same studio, and re-

filmed. The film stages a circular encounter between experience and 

technology, which interferes with that which the camera does not contain: the 

images.  

 

Anteroom of the RealAnteroom of the RealAnteroom of the RealAnteroom of the Real (2011) takes its starting point in the deserted town of 

Pripyat, located within the zone of the Chernobyl nuclear disaster. A pair of 

hands flip slowly through a pile of photographs comprising: images of a model 

of reactor 4, buildings in Pripyat, books in deserted offices, trashed interiors, 

pictures of a TV monitor showing a documentary about Chernobyl. As the 

timelines of the still and moving images intersect, the film raises questions 

about what an editing room is and can be, and about narrativity, time and 

images.  
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For further information and images please contact:  

press@iniva.org  +44 (0)207 749 1246 
 

Notes to Editor 

 

Lina Selander  (b. 1973)  lives and works in Stockholm, Sweden. Selander’s work has been 

shown at Index - The Swedish Contemporary Art Foundation, Moderna Museet Stockholm, 

Kunsthall Trondheim and in international group shows such as Seoul MediaCity Biennale 2014, 

Manifesta 9 in Genk, Belgium, the Bucharest Biennale 2010 and at Haus Kulturen der Welt, 

Berlin. Selander will represent Sweden at the 2015 Venice Biennale 

 

Park Chang-kyong (b. 1965) is an artist and a filmmaker based in Seoul. His subjects have 

extended from the Cold War to traditional Korean religious culture, from ‘media -oriented 

memory’ to ‘regional utopian imaginations.’ He is currently working as an artistic director of 

‘MediaCity Seoul 2014’ (International Media Art Biennale). He has produced media based works 

such as Sets (2000), Power Passage (2004), Flying (2005), Sindoan (2008), Radiance (2010), 

Anyang Paradise City (2011), Night Fishing (2011, co-directed with Park Chan-wook) and 

Manshin (2013).His works have been exhibited in international venues, such as Gwangju 

Biennale in Korea, De Appel in Amsterdam, RedCat Gallery in Los Angeles, Kunstverein in 

Frankfurt and many others. He has won various prizes including Hermès Korea Misulsang 

(2004), Golden Bear Prize for short films of the Berlin International Film Festival (2011) and Best 

Korean Film of the Jeonju International Film Festival (2011). 

 

Practice International is an initiative of CascoCascoCascoCasco----Office for ArtOffice for ArtOffice for ArtOffice for Art, Design &Theory (Utrecht)Design &Theory (Utrecht)Design &Theory (Utrecht)Design &Theory (Utrecht), IaspisIaspisIaspisIaspis    

(Stockholm), and Iniva (London). The project aims to explore what internationalism might be 

based on practices of trans-national ethics and politics with the legacy of various colonial 

periods, in the context of contemporary art, introducing new terms and practices into the 

discourse and into institutional habits. 

 

Exhibition listings Information  

Practice International 

Lina Selander &  Park Chan-kyong  

13 January, 6.30 pm (private view)  

14 January – 21 March 2015 

Rivington Place, London, EC2A 3BA  

Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday: 11am – 6pm  

Late Thursdays: 11am – 9pm  

Saturday: 12noon – 6pm 

Admission: free 

info@iniva.org  

www.iniva.orgwww.iniva.orgwww.iniva.orgwww.iniva.org    

Tubes: Old Street/Liverpool Street/Shoreditch High St  

Rivington Place is fully accessible, for parking & wheelchair facilities call +44 (0)20 7749 1240 

 

About Iniva About Iniva About Iniva About Iniva     

Iniva (Institute of International Visual Arts) works at the intersection of society and politics. It 

engages with new ideas and emerging debates in the contemporary visual arts, reflecting in 

particular the diversity of contemporary society. We work with artists, curators, creative 

producers, writers and the public to explore the vitality of visual culture.  www.iniva.org  Iniva is 

supported by Arts Council England.  

 

About Rivington PlaceAbout Rivington PlaceAbout Rivington PlaceAbout Rivington Place    

Opened in 2007, Rivington Place is home to Iniva and Autograph ABP. Designed by architect 

David Adjaye OBE, this award winning building is dedicated to the display, debate and 

reflection of global diversity issues in the contemporary visual arts. Rivington Place is home not 

just to two exhibition spaces but also Iniva’s Learning Space and unique research library, the 

Stuart Hall Library. www.rivingtonplace.org  


